cachexia

noun | ca-chex-ia | \
\-kek-se-a, ka-

Definition of CACHEXIA

: general physical wasting and malnutrition usually associated with chronic disease
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Recent Examples of CACHEXIA from the Web
Since Colorado implemented its medical marijuana law in 2001, no new qualifying conditions have been added to the original list of eight: cancer, glaucoma, HIV/AIDS, cachexia, persistent muscle spasms, seizures, severe nausea and severe pain.


These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word "cachexia." Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us feedback.

Origin and Etymology of CACHEXIA
Late Latin cachexia, from Greek kachexia
bad condition, from kak- cac- + hexis
condition, from echein to have, be disposed — more at SCHEME

1 bodega
"Don't mess with the beloved bodegas" 2017
2 carceral
Of, relating to, or suggesting a jail
3 allegory
No spoilers!
4 hurricane
"A tropical cyclone"
5 rescind
To take away; cancel; repeal
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Medical Definition of CACHESIA

plural cachexias also cachexies

: general physical wasting and malnutrition usually associated with chronic disease

Learn More about CACHESIA

See words that rhyme with cachexia

Britannica English: Translation of cachexia for Arabic speakers

Britannica.com: Encyclopedia article about cachexia

Seen and Heard

What made you want to look up cachexia? Please tell us where you read or heard it (including the quote, if possible).
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